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Oxide compounds of early transition metals, also referred to as refractory metal oxides, have 

reemerged as fast-charging electrode materials capable of multi-electron redox at low voltage. 

These compounds often crystallize in structurally very interesting variants such as the Wadsley–

Roth compounds whose structures are obtained by appropriate crystallographic shear of the ReO3 

structure.  

 

The first part of this talk will be a tutorial on this fascinating (and large) materials class. In the 

second part, I will describe the research being carried out in our group on the use of these 

materials as electrodes. A number of these oxides display multielectron redox as observed 

through X-ray absorption spectroscopy and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, and rapid 

charge/discharge with lithium. Some of them also display an insulator-to-metal transition upon 

lithium insertion, as suggested by a number of complementary techniques. Chemical tuning of 

the structures results in significant changes in the electrochemistry and kinetics of lithium 

insertion in the structure, pointing to larger implications for the use of these compounds, 

including the crystallographic shear phases, as fast-charging electrode materials. 
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